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Pre-modern critical interactions of nature and society can best be studied during the so-called "Crisis of the 14th Century". While
historiography has long ignored the environmental framing of historcial processes and scientists have over-emphasized nature's impact on
the course of human history, this volume tries to describe the at times complex modes of the late-medieval relationship of man and nature.
The idea of 'teleconnection', borrowed from the geosciences, describes the influence of atmospheric circulation patterns often over long
distances. It seems that there were 'teleconnections' in society, too. So this volumes aims to examine man-environment interactions mainly in
the 14th century from all over Europe and beyond. It integrates contributions from different disciplines on impact, perception and reaction of
environmental change and natural extreme events on late Medieval societies. For humanists from all historical disciplines it offers an
approach how to integrate written and even scientific evidence on environmental change in established and new fields of historical research.
For scientists it demonstrates the contributions scholars from the humanities can provide for discussion on past environmental changes.
Work is constantly reshaped by technological progress. New ways of production are adopted, markets expand, and societies evolve. But
some changes provoke more attention than others, in part due to the vast uncertainty involved in making predictions about the future. The
2019 World Development Report will study how the nature of work is changing as a result of advances in technology today. Technological
progress disrupts existing systems. A new social contract is needed to smooth the transition and guard against rising inequality. Significant
investments in human capital throughout a person’s lifecycle are vital to this effort. If workers are to stay competitive against machines they
need to train or retool existing skills. A social protection system that includes a minimum basic level of protection for workers and citizens can
complement new forms of employment. Improved private sector policies to encourage startup activity and competition can help countries
compete in the digital age. Governments also need to ensure that firms pay their fair share of taxes, in part to fund this new social contract.
The 2019 World Development Report presents an analysis of these issues based upon the available evidence.
"Climate-smart agriculture, forestry and fisheries (CSA), contributes to the achievement of sustainable development goals. It integrates the
three dimensions of sustainable development (economic, social and environmental) by jointly addressing food security and climate
challenges. It is composed of three main pillars: sustainably increasing agricultural productivity and incomes; adapting and building resilience
to climate change; reducing and/or removing greenhouse gases emissions, where possible. The purpose of the sourcebook is to further
elaborate the concept of CSA and demonstrate its potential, as well as limitations. It aims to help decision makers at a number of levels
(including political administrators and natural resource managers) to understand the different options that are available for planning, policies
and investments and the practices that are suitable for making different agricultural sectors, landscapes and food systems more climatesmart. This sourcebook is a reference tool for planners, practitioners and policy makers working in agriculture, forestry and fisheries at
national and subnational levels." -- Back cover.
Dagon H. P. Lovecraft - "Dagon" is a short story by American author H. P. Lovecraft. It was written in July 1917 and is one of the first stories
that Lovecraft wrote as an adult. It was first published in the November 1919 edition of The Vagrant. Dagon was later published in Weird
Tales. It is considered by many to be one of Lovecraft's most forward-looking stories.The story is the testament of a tortured, morphineaddicted man who relates an incident that occurred during his service as an officer during World War I. In the unnamed narrator's account,
his cargo ship is captured by an Imperial German sea-raider in "one of the most open and least frequented parts of the broad Pacific". He
escapes on a lifeboat and drifts aimlessly, south of the equator, until he eventually finds himself stranded on "a slimy expanse of hellish black
mire which extended about [him] in monotonous undulations as far as [he] could see.... The region was putrid with the carcasses of decaying
fish and less describable things which [he] saw protruding from the nasty mud of the unending plain." He theorizes that this area was formerly
a portion of the ocean floor thrown to the surface by volcanic activity, "exposing regions which for innumerable millions of years had lain
hidden under unfathomable watery depths.Famous works of the author Howard Phillips Lovecraft: At the Mountains of Madness, The Dreams
in the Witch House, The Horror at Red Hook, The Shadow Out of Time, The Shadows over Innsmouth, The Alchemist, Reanimator, Ex
Oblivione, Azathoth, The Call of Cthulhu, The Cats of Ulthar, The Outsider, The Picture in the House, The Shunned House, The Terrible Old
Man, The Tomb, Dagon, What the Moon Brings.
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The global energy landscape is evolving at a rapid pace, reshaping long-held expectations for our energy future. The 2014 edition
of the World Energy Outlook (WEO) will incorporate all the latest data and developments to produce a comprehensive and
authoritative analysis of medium- and longer-term energy trends. It will complement a full set of energy projections - which extend
from today through, for the first time, the year 2040 - with strategic insights into their meaning for energy security, the economy
and the environment. Oil, natural gas, coal, renewables and energy efficiency will be covered, along with updates on trends in
energy-related CO2 emissions, fossil-fuel and renewable energy subsidies, and universal access to modern energy services.
Urban Fuel Poverty describes key approaches to defining and alleviating fuel poverty in cities using a multidisciplinary perspective
and multiple case studies. It provides empirical knowledge on the levels and intensities of energy poverty in urban areas, along
with new theoretical perspectives in conceptualizing the multidimensionality of energy poverty, with special focus given to the
urban environment. Chapters discuss what energy poverty is in terms of taxonomy, stakeholders and affected parties, addressing
the role of the economy and energy bills, the role of climate and city factors, the role of buildings, and the health and psychological
impact on fuel poverty. The book addresses how to measure energy poverty, how to map it, and how to draw conclusions based
on illness and social indicators. Finally, it explores measures to ‘fight’ fuel poverty, including policy and governance actions,
building efficiency improvements and city planning. Bridges interdisciplinary divides between policy and economy, cities and
buildings, and health and society Addresses the physical performance of urban fuel poverty and their effect on thermal comfort
and human health Provides strategies and policies to mitigate energy and fuel poverty
The "Hizmet" ("Service") Movement of Fethullah Gülen is Turkey's most influential Islamic identity community. Widely praised
throughout the early 2000s as a mild and moderate variation on Islamic political identity, the Gülen Movement has long been a
topic of both adulation and conspiracy in Turkey, and has become more controversial as it spreads across the world. In Gülen,
Joshua D. Hendrick suggests that when analyzed in accordance with its political and economic impact, the Gülen Movement,
despite both praise and criticism, should be given credit for playing a significant role in Turkey's rise to global prominence. Drawing
on 14 months of ethnographic fieldwork in Turkey and the U.S., Hendrick examines the Gülen Movement's role in Turkey's recent
rise, as well as its strategic relationship with Turkey's Justice and Development Party-led government. He argues that the
movement's growth and impact both inside and outside Turkey position both its leader and its followers as indicative of a "post
political" turn in twenty-first century Islamic political identity in general, and as illustrative of Turkey's political, economic, and
cultural transformation in particular. Joshua D. Hendrick is Assistant Professor of Sociology and Global Studies at Loyola
University Maryland in Baltimore.
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"The Corona crisis and the Need for a Great Reset" is a guide for anyone who wants to understand how COVID-19 disrupted our
social and economic systems, and what changes will be needed to create a more inclusive, resilient and sustainable world going
forward. Thierry Malleret, founder of the Monthly Barometer, and Klaus Schwab, founder and executive Chairman of the World
Economic Forum, explore what the root causes of these crisis were, and why they lead to a need for a Great Reset.Theirs is a
worrying, yet hopeful analysis. COVID-19 has created a great disruptive reset of our global social, economic, and political systems.
But the power of human beings lies in being foresighted and having the ingenuity, at least to a certain extent, to take their destiny
into their hands and to plan for a better future. This is the purpose of this book: to shake up and to show the deficiencies which
were manifest in our global system, even before COVID broke out.
This classic ICMA "green book" is filled with practical guidance on a broad range of issues that planners are likely to
encounter--whether they work in inner cities, older suburbs, rural districts, or small towns. In addition to covering the latest
planning trends and the impact of technology, diversity, and citizen participation, this text gives complete coverage of basic
planning functions such as housing, transportation, community development, and urban design.
This book, based on authoritative sources and reports, links environmental communication to different fields of competence:
environment, sustainability, journalism, mass media, architecture, design, art, green and circular economy, public administration,
big event management and legal language. The manual offers a new, scientifically based perspective, and adopts a theoreticalpractical approach, providing readers with qualified best practices, case studies and 22 exclusive interviews with professionals. A
fluent style of writing leads the readers through specific details, enriching their knowledge without being boring. As such it is an
excellent preparatory and interdisciplinary academic tool intended for university students, scholars, professionals, and anyone who
would like to know more on the matter.
1060.191

This book presents a semiotic study of the re-elaboration of Christian narratives and values in a corpus of Italian novels
published after the Second Vatican Council (1960s). It tackles the complex set of ideas expressed by Italian writers about
the biblical narration of human origins and traditional religious language and ritual, the perceived clash between the
immanent and transcendent nature and role of the Church, and the problematic notion of sanctity emerging from
contemporary narrative.
China is the second-largest economy in the world yet it faces serious energy security challenges due to the country's
reliance on coal, a fuel with multiple environmental and social problems. Moreover, since 2017 China has become the
world's largest crude oil importer, greatly increasing its reliance on imported energy.The International Energy Agency has
defined energy security as 'the uninterrupted availability of energy sources at an affordable price,' employing metrics in
various dimensions such as availability, affordability, accessibility and acceptability to measure the energy security of
different nations. Accordingly, the assessment, analysis and improvement of energy security is a complex problem.
China's Energy Security aims to resolve this problem by answering three important questions:
Bestselling author Bethany McLean reveals the true story of fracking's impact -- on Wall Street, the economy and
geopolitics. The technology of fracking in shale rock -- particularly in the Permian Basin in Texas -- has transformed
America into the world's top producer of both oil and natural gas. The U.S. is expected to be "energy independent" and a
"net exporter" in less than a decade, a move that will upend global politics, destabilize Saudi Arabia, crush Russia's
chokehold over Europe, and finally bolster American power again. Or Will it? Investigative journalist and bestselling
author Bethany McLean digs deep into the cycles of boom and bust that has plagued the American oil industry for the
past decade, from the financial wizardry and mysterious death of fracking pioneer Aubrey McClendon, to the speculators
who are betting on America's ascendance and the collapse of OPEC in the great game of geopolitics. McLean finds that
fracking is a business built on attracting ever-more gigantic amounts of capital investment, while promises of huge
returns have often not borne out. Overeagerness in partaking in a boom can lead to all types of problems and just as she
did with the Enron story, in Saudi America McLean points out the reality and the risks of the inflated promises of the
fracking boom.
Politica, cultura, economia.
Antonio Giangrande, orgoglioso di essere diverso. Si nasce senza volerlo. Si muore senza volerlo. Si vive una vita di prese per il culo. Noi
siamo quello che altri hanno voluto che diventassimo. Facciamo in modo che diventiamo quello che noi avremmo (rafforzativo di saremmo)
voluto diventare. Rappresentare con verità storica, anche scomoda ai potenti di turno, la realtà contemporanea, rapportandola al passato e
proiettandola al futuro. Per non reiterare vecchi errori. Perché la massa dimentica o non conosce. Denuncio i difetti e caldeggio i pregi italici.
Perché non abbiamo orgoglio e dignità per migliorarci e perché non sappiamo apprezzare, tutelare e promuovere quello che abbiamo
ereditato dai nostri avi. Insomma, siamo bravi a farci del male e qualcuno deve pur essere diverso!
Responsabilità è ciò che la gente chiede alla gente. Senso generatore di senso. Un senso che sembra esser perso nel tempo corrente. Una
parola che sembra esser desueta e, così, non più collegata a Valore, Morale e Libertà. Fors’anche perché sostituita da sicurezza.
Condizione, questa, che ci è posta come la soluzione alla vita non buona che viviamo. E spesso quello che sviluppiamo per arginarne il
dilagare altro non è che resistenza. Ma la resistenza è logorante e deve far i conti con quella caratteristica umana che è la sofferenza.
Occorre capacità di cura. Una cura che parta dal sé di ognuno ma non si esaurisca nello stesso. E dal sé di ognuno potrà estendersi verso il
prossimo altro, a partire dal figlio. Una Responsabilità forte del vaglio operato dal dubbio, dal timore e dalla speranza. Responsabilità è ciò
che connota la strada verso il miglioramento della propria umana Umanità allontanandoci dalla condizione di soggetti e spingendoci verso
quella di Persone. Consci a sé di sé stessi all’interno delle formazioni sociali in cui ci esprimiamo. Ecco che la Responsabilità Personale si
connota di Sociale. E quando è capace di contribuire a ciò che accade traccia con l’avvenire il futuro che sarà. E se la Politica non è
l’amministrazione del presente bensì la progettazione di un futuro a cui tendere, dato da prosperità, libertà e democrazia, la Responsabilità
di ogni Persona è anche Politica. Molti camminano e progrediscono su questa strada. Alcuni di questi hanno scelto come modo la
Massoneria Universale, e per quest’ultimi esiste un surplus di Responsabilità. Responsabilità è essenza umana, che è ben più di biochimica
disciolta nella coscienza.
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